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Interstitial iron in crystalline silicon has a much larger capture cross section for electrons than holes.
According to the Shockley–Read–Hall model, the low-injection carrier lifetime inp-type silicon
should therefore be much lower that inn-type silicon, while in high injection they should be equal.
In this work we confirm this modeling using purposely iron-contaminated samples. A survey of
other transition metal impurities in silicon reveals that those which tend to occupy interstitial sites
at room temperature also have significantly larger capture cross sections for electrons. Since these
are also the most probable metal point defects to occur during high temperature processing, using
n-type wafers for devices such as solar cells may offer greater immunity to the effects of metal
contaminants. ©2004 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1812833]

Metallic impurities are common in photovoltaic grade
crystalline silicon. Neutron activation analysis1,2 studies of
directionally solidified multicrystalline silicon have revealed,
for example, significant quantities of Fe, Cr, Cu, Mo, and Co.
These contaminants are especially damaging when occurring
at interstitial or substitutional lattice sites, since they may
then be evenly distributed throughout the wafer. Precipitated
metals may also be very active in terms of recombination,
but at least in this case many impurity atoms are bound in
one location.

Interstitial iron sFeid is an especially common contami-
nant: it produces a deep level in the band gap and has a much
larger capture cross section for electrons than for holes.3 Ac-
cording to the Shockley–Read–Hall(SRH) model, this im-
plies that the low-injection carrier lifetime should be much
lower in p-type silicon sp-Sid than in n type sn-Sid. The
purpose of this work is to confirm this modeling experimen-
tally. In addition, it is shown that other metal contaminants
which tend not to precipitate during cooling, and are there-
fore more likely to produce point-like defects, also have
larger cross sections for electrons. It is precisely these types
of impurities which are the most dangerous for devices
which are sensitive to the bulk carrier lifetime, such as solar
cells.

The recombination strength of a given impurity is deter-
mined by three parameters: the energy level and the capture
cross sections for both electrons and holes. Deep level tran-
sient spectroscopy(DLTS) has been applied to many metal
impurities in silicon in recent decades, yielding much infor-
mation about energy levels and majority carrier capture cross
sections. In cases where minority capture was also studied,
measurements were often performed well below room tem-
perature(RT), and with strong electric fields(due to probing
in the space-charge region). In only a few cases, such as for
Ti and Zn,4,5 is the minority capture cross section also known
from DLTS-like techniques under conditions applicable to
the base region of solar cells(zero or small field and at RT).

For some other impurities, the minority carrier cross sections
under these conditions are known by carrier lifetime tech-
niques. These values are collected in Table I for Fe,3 Cr,6,7

Ti,4 V,8,9 Mo,10 Zn5 and Au.10 Values from Refs. 5 and 7 are
based on capture coefficientscn/p, converted to cross sections
sn/p using the thermal velocity11 vth=1.13107 cm/s.

For the case of Fei, the ratio of electron to hole capture
cross sections,k=sn/sp, is approximately 700. Using these
parameters, and the energy level, it is straightforward to
model the injection dependence of the excess carrier lifetime
with the SRH model.12–14 For deep levels such as Fei, the
low injection lifetime is limited by the capture of minority
carriers, or electrons inp-Si. In high injection, however, the
lifetime is controlled by both the electron and hole capture
rates. If the hole capture cross section is much smaller, it will
dominate the high injection lifetime, making it relatively
large. Consequently, the lifetime will increase dramatically
with injection level, as shown in Fig. 1. Inn-Si, on the other
hand, the lifetime is controlled by hole capture across the
entire injection range, making it independent of injection.
Note that the ratio of the low-injection lifetimes inn- and
p-Si is equal tok.

To verify the modeling, samples containing Fe were pre-
pared by ion implantation with a dose of 1011 cm−2 and an-
nealing at 900 °C for 1 h. After etching, plasma-enhanced
chemical vapor-deposited SiN films were deposited for sur-
face passivation. The float-zone(FZ) n-Si samples were of
resistivity 2V cm sND=2.431015 cm−3d and 260mm thick-
ness, giving a distributed Fe concentration of 3.8
31012 cm−3. Thep-Si data are taken from Ref. 14, in which
FZ wafers of 5V cm sNA=2.831015 cm−3d and 290mm
thickness were used, giving a similar Fe concentration of
3.431012 cm−3.

Effective carrier lifetimest were measured using the
quasi-steady-state photoconductance technique.15 Control
wafers without Fe implants were co-processed. By measur-
ing the control and implanted wafers across the same injec-
tion range, the carrier lifetime due only to the introduced
Fei stFed can be extracted via 1/tFe=1/timplanted−1/tcontrol.
This procedure subtracts out the influence of other recombi-
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nation channels such as Auger and surface recombination.
Figure 2 shows the result for the Fe-dopedn-Si wafer. Figure
1 shows the results after the subtraction procedure for both
n- andp-Si. The data for the boron-dopedp-Si sample were
taken after illumination to break the FeB pairs,16 which dis-
play an entirely different injection dependence.14

The agreement between the model and the measured
data is very good, especially considering the Fei concentra-
tion is determined by the dose, and is not a free parameter.
Slight reforming of FeB pairs(estimated to be approximately
10%) before measurement is probably the reason for the dis-
agreement at higher injection levels for thep-type case.
From this data we can extract a lower bound for the capture
cross section ratio for Fei of k.75. The lifetime could not be
measured at lower injection levels in thep-Si sample due to
minority carrier trapping artifacts.

Many of the other transition metal impurities in Table I
also havek values far from unity. Figure 3 plotsk as a
function of the energy gap to the nearest band edge. The plot
shows a striking trend: the donor levels all havek.1, while
the acceptor levels havek,1. As recombination centers, do-
nor levels alternate between a positively charged state which
captures electrons, and a neutral state which captures holes.
Since the charged state is more attractive to electrons than
the neutral state is to holes, it seems reasonable to havek.1.
The opposite occurs for the acceptor levels. Note also that
double donors and acceptors, which are doubly charged,
have even more extremek values.

Graff10 and Lemke17 have noted that, in general, metals
from Group 8 or less on the periodic table are more likely to
produce donor states, while those from Group 9 or higher
generally produce acceptor states, as reflected in Table I.
There are numerous exceptions to this trend, for example, Ti
and V (Groups 4 and 5) exhibit both donor and acceptor
states. However, their acceptor states are quite shallow,10 and

are unlikely to dominate the recombination activity of these
metals. Hence it is generally true that the most
recombination-active levels of transition metals from Group
8 and below are donor states.

Graff10 and Lemke17 have also observed that transition
metals from Group 8 or below tend to form moderate con-
centrations of interstitial centers at RT after high temperature
processing, while those from above Group 8 generally form
precipitates and much lower concentrations of substitutional
centers. This occurs because the diffusivities of the latter are
significantly higher. Since their diffusion length is still high
at temperatures where the solubility becomes extremely
small, almost complete precipitation of the interstitial atoms
occurs. As a result, only the very small fraction which occu-
pied substitutional sites prior to quenching remains in solu-
tion. Such behavior is well known for Co, Ni, and Cu
(Groups 9, 10 and 11), for example.18

Thus there is an apparent coincidence in Table I: metals
from Group 8 and below are both donor-like and interstitial
at RT, whereas those from above Group 8 are acceptor-like
and substitutional at RT. As a result of being donor-like, the
interstitial metals have large values ofk, while the RT sub-
stitutional metals are acceptor-like withk!1. This observa-
tion has profound implications for their recombination activ-
ity: the interstitial metals are, generally, more detrimental in
p-Si, while the substitutional metals have a greater impact in
n-Si. Itsumi19 came to similar conclusions for the specific
cases of Fe, Ni and Cu. Since the interstitial impurities are
likely to occur in much higher concentrations than the sub-
stitutional ones(from the precipitation argument above), they
are the most important point-like metal contaminants techno-
logically. Notwithstanding the impact of precipitates, whose
relative recombination activity inn- and p-Si is not well

TABLE I. Recombination parameters of point-like metal impurities in crystalline silicon at RT.

Impurity RT lattice site Type Group
Energy

(eV)
sn

scm2d
sp

scm2d k=sn/sp

Ti Interstitial Donor 4 EC−0.27 3.1310−14 1.431015 22
Interstitial D. donor EV+0.26 1.3310−14 2.8310−17 460

V Interstitial D. donor 5 EV+0.36 5310−14 3.0310−18 17000
Cr Interstitial Donor 6 EC−0.22 2.3310−13 1.1310−13 2
Mo Interstitial Donor 6 EV+0.28 1.6310−14 6.0310−16 30
Fe Interstitial Donor 8 EV+0.38 5310−14 7310−17 700
Au Substitutional Acceptor 11 EC−0.55 1.4310−16 7.6310−15 0.02
Zn Substitutional Acceptor 12 EV+0.33 1.5310−15 4.4310−15 0.34

Substitutional D. acceptor EC−0.47 1.3310−19 6.6310−15 0.00002

FIG. 1. Modeled and measured lifetimes for Fei in n- andp-type silicon.
FIG. 2. Measured control and implanted lifetimes, and calculated lifetime
due to Fei only stFed for the n-Si sample.
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established, this supports the use ofn-Si for devices such as
solar cells. It may also explain the recently observed very
high lifetimes inn-type multicrystalline silicon.20

A further observation from Fig. 3 is that deeper energy
levels have greater values ofk. This is less easily explained,
but is related to the details of the capture process, since cas-
cade, multi-phonon or impurity-mediated Auger mechanisms
lead to different models for how capture cross sections de-
pend on the defect depth.21 It can also be observed from
Table I that, for the case of donor states, the major part of
this effect is due to the variation insp, while sn is relatively
constant. This may be related to the fact that, for donor lev-
els, the degree of Coulombic attraction for electrons is not
influenced strongly by the level depth, while the transition
probability for a neutral(hole) capture process will be.

Although “deep” levels withk.1 will display the same
general injection-dependent behavior as Fei in Fig. 1, shal-
lower levels can be more complex due to interactions with
the Fermi level. They may have an injection dependence that
either increases or decreases, depending on the resistivity.14

Since many of the other levels in Table I are not especially
deep, it is important to apply the SRH model for each to
determine if they result in a “preference” forn-Si overp-Si.
With NA/D=131016 cm−3, it is indeed true that V, Mo and
both levels of Ti produce much greater recombination inp
-Si. The opposite is true for the acceptor levels of Au and Zn.

Naturally, the performance of a solar cell depends on
many parameters other than the low-injection lifetime in the
base. First, it is often the diffusion lengthLD, rather than
carrier lifetimet, that determines the cell current. Since the
minority carrier diffusivityD in n-Si is typically a factor of 3
lower than inp-Si, the lifetime must increase by a factor of 3
to achieve the same diffusion lengthsLD=fDtg1/2d. Note that,
except for Cr, all of the interstitial impurities shown in Table
I havek.3. Another consideration is that solar cells gener-
ally operate at moderate injection where the difference be-
tweenn- and p-type lifetimes is not as large as in true low
injection. In addition, recombination in other parts of a de-
vice may mask the impact of base recombination. It is also
known that interstitial impurities can be removed by the get-

tering action of highly doped regions, and some metals, such
as Fei, are effectively hydrogenated during cell processing.22

Nevertheless, industrial phosphorus diffusions are often too
rapid to allow complete gettering, and similarly hydrogena-
tion may be incomplete or ineffective for some metals. It is
therefore conceivable that interstitial metals will, in some
cases, impact on cell performance.

In conclusion, transition metal contaminants from Group
8 and below on the periodic table are the most likely to
produce relatively large concentrations of point defect re-
combination centers in crystalline silicon. These are intersti-
tial in nature, and correspond to those metals which tend to
produce donor states, and therefore have much greater re-
combination strength inp-Si than n-Si. If the presence of
these impurities dominates cell performance, thenn-Si may
prove to be a better choice of solar cell substrate.

This work has been supported by the Australian Re-
search Council and The Netherlands Agency for Energy and
the Environment.
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FIG. 3. Capture cross section ratio as a function of energy level depth for
impurities in Table I.
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